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AFI KLM E&M to offer component support for
Delta’s A350 fleet

Components for the
50th U.S.-made A320
jetliner are shipped
from Germany

C

A

FI KLM E&M, a major multi-product
MRO provider has partnered with
American airline Delta Air Lines to
provide component support for Delta’s
entire Airbus A350 fleet as well as a
reciprocal component agreement which
takes advantage of Delta TechOps component capabilities. The maintenance
solutions to be carried out by AFI KLM
E&M cover component repairs and access to its A350 spares pool, principally
in the U.S. and Europe. Besides, Delta will
benefit from the expertise and reputation of AFI KLM E&M with respect to
component support in general and the
A350 product in particular.
This latest agreement strengthens a
long-standing relationship between
Delta and Air France KLM, which includes a trans-Atlantic joint venture and

a recently-announced equity position
that Delta plans to take in AIR FRANCE
KLM Group. Extending the partnership
into aircraft maintenance allows both
airlines to offer MRO services and leverage each other’s strengths through an
exchange of work between both parties.
Anne Brachet, executive vice president
AIR FRANCE KLM Engineering & Maintenance, said, “Delta is one of the biggest
airlines in the world, and AFI KLM E&M
is proud to help it operate a new aircraft
type. With this new A350 contract, AFI
KLM E&M is showing it is a major player
in this emerging market, with an extensive, expert, and competitive service offer. This opportunity also opens the door
to further MRO collaborations and we
look forward to expanding our maintenance relationship.”

omponents for the 50th A320
Family aircraft to be built in the
United States are now on their way to
Mobile, Alabama.
A sea-going ship carrying large components for the single-aisle jetliner
includes the front and aft fuselage
sections, wings, vertical tail and horizontal tail.
These components, along with a
separate inventory of smaller parts
to be forwarded on another ship, will
come together as the no. 50 aircraft
assembled at the Airbus U.S. Manufacturing Facility.
Elements used to build A320 Family
aircraft in the U.S. are provided from
Hamburg, Germany.
Hamburg shipped the first components to Mobile in May 2014, and the
no. 1 American-built aircraft – an A321
version – was delivered in 2016. At
present, the Airbus U.S. Manufacturing Facility is on track to reach an
output rate of four aircraft per month
at the end of 2017.
Airbus has four assembly sites
around the globe for A320 Family
aircraft. Besides Mobile in the U.S. and
Hamburg in Germany, they are located at Toulouse, France and Tianjin,
China.
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Airbus Helicopters, IAR extend H215M
partnership with 15-year agreement

A

irbus Helicopters and Romania’s leading aerospace company, IAR BRASOV
has extended their exclusive cooperation
on the H215M multirole helicopter. The
announcement took place during French
President Emmanuel Macron’s official visit
to Bucharest and in presence of Romanian
President Klaus Iohannis. The agreement
which was primarily signed for five years
has been extended to 15 years.
Under this agreement, IAR will become
the prime contractor for the H215M for any
future order by the Romanian Ministry
of Defense to replace their ageing fleet. It

also includes collaboration between Airbus
Helicopters and IAR on the production,
assembly, customisation, support and
maintenance of the H215M helicopters destined to the Romanian Armed Forces, and
export if opportunities arise.
“We are proud to have extended this
agreement as a result of a long term trust
between IAR and Airbus Helicopters” said
Neculai Banea, general director of IAR. “IAR
has built over 360 helicopters under Airbus
Helicopters’ license over the past decades,
which makes us confident in the future
success of the H215M” he added.

Magnetic MRO, Kuehne+Nagel launched first
joint aerospace hub

M

agnetic MRO and Kuehne + Nagel
Group, one of the world’s leading
logistics companies has launched their first
aerospace hub. The two companies had
announced their cooperation agreement in
October 2016 to provide global engine stand
management solutions via Magnetic MRO‘s
EngineStands24 project, a global digitalised
one-stop solution. Later in 2017, they signed
a working agreement to dispatch engine
stands in strategic KN EngineChain hubs.
Amsterdam has been selected as the first
station to provide transportation and storage of aerospace engine stands globally.
Following the work agreement, EngineStands24 has officially launched the project
and leased out its first engine stands from
the aerospace hub. Amsterdam station
facilitates CFM56-3, CFM56-5A/B, CFM565C, CFM56-7B, V2500 stands, and is getting
ready to expand the variety in the near
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future by accommodating also CF6-80,
CF34-8, CF34-10, PW127, PW150A, Trent
and LEAP engines. EngineStand24 has
latelytriggeredits“livetrackingsystemsfor
engine stand locations”plan,supported by
a cooperation with Sendum technology.
Live tracking of engine stands will be provided to all customers regardless of engine
type or destination of delivery as all stands
are equipped with tracking system.
“We are very excited with these new
developments, and determined to go
that extra mile to qualify the project’s true
potential. On account of Kuehne+Nagel’s
integrated supply chain solutions, we
successfully left the first strategic milestones behind and brought the brand into
life.” says Risto Mäeots, CEO of Magnetic
MRO. “Ever since the working agreement,
EngineStands24 has already started to
prove itself on the field to customers who

“This 15-year agreement puts IAR and
Airbus Helicopters in the best position to
meet the future needs of the Romanian
Armed Forces as they look at renewing
their fleets of medium and heavy multirole helicopters” said Olivier Michalon,
Airbus Helicopters senior vice president,
head of Europe region. “Our goal of delivering superior value for our Romanian
customers by offering the most complete
line of products and services underlines
Airbus’ unfaltering commitment to
Romania. Each major Airbus business
unit contributes directly to the strengthening of the European defence industrial
base. Currently Airbus already accounts
for over 5,000 direct and indirect jobs in
Romania, through its divisions, Helicopters and Defence and Space, Commercial
Airplanes with Premium Aerotec, as well
as industrial partners like Aerostar, Turbomecanica, Aeroteh, Aerofina, etc., making the company the largest aerospace
investor in the country,” he added.
Airbus Helicopters has been present in
Romania for over fifteen years through its
customer centre, Airbus Helicopters Romania, a successful enterprise since its creation with about 75 per cent of its turnover
achieved through export contracts. Airbus
Helicopters Industries was inaugurated
in 2016 and will house production of the
H215 in Romania.
have been benefiting from the specialized
engine warehousing facility in Amsterdam and our highly convenient operational methods. Atlanta and Singapore
are planned to be our next all-inclusive
and fully operational stations also accommodating certified logistics staff and large
variety of engine stands.”
“The visibility and availability of engine
stands is a key issue” says Erik Goedhart,
Global Head of Aerospace and Industrials at Kuehne + Nagel. “As an integral part
of our comprehensive KN EngineChain
solution, it is our goal to set new industry
standards in engine stand management
with Magnetic MRO and we are pleased to
see that firm steps have been taken in this
way. This cooperation agreement will enable customers to align engine stand asset
managementandvisibilitywiththetechnical status and actual asset value and result
in reducing total asset management cost
while safeguarding the quality support for
these important efforts”.
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Harness the power of BIG DATA for future success!
The Aviation Data Symposium will be held November 15 - 16, 2017 at the Eden Roc
Hotel in Miami, Florida. Don’t miss your chance to join industry leaders from world
class airlines, as well as air travel and trade experts, for an in-depth look at harnessing
the power of big data to shape the future of our industry.
Be part of this unique and timely event to get up-close and personal with the best
data solutions now available to us for capturing and transforming massive quantities
of data into useable content; learn how to leverage highly relevant data to inform and
improve the most important decisions you make each and every day.
Event topics will include: Passenger Distribution & Sales, Airfreight Business
Intelligence, Safety & Operations, Data Privacy & Regulations, Technology & Innovation
in Data Analytics, and Visualization.

RESERVE YOUR PLACE!
Register today at: www.iata.org/events/aviation-data-symposium

Piper Aircraft trainer sales increase to
highest level since 2003

P

iper Aircraft’s sales of PA-28 trainers
have grown to their highest level in 14
years. The Florida-based manufacturer of
general aviation aircraft has been progressively regaining market position since
2012. This year Piper is on track to deliver
87 PA-28s – a combination of single engine
Archers and single engine, complex
trainer, Arrows. This increase represents
a 15 percent increase in market share over
the past 5 years. Besides the success with
Piper’s PA-28 products, sales for the twinengine Seminole continue to be strong.
With the existing demand and pace of
sales, Piper is on track to continue to increase trainer delivery volume for 2018.
Piper signed several new trainer agreements with Aerosim Flight Academy, California Baptist University, AIMS Community College, Le Tourneau, Louisiana Tech,
Big Bend Community College, and Central
Washington University, and Oklahoma
State University.
“Piper’s leadership in global trainer sales
is evidenced by our customer base which
include the most prestigious flight training institutions in the world. Our complete
line up of training aircraft along with their
advanced avionics offers flight schools
the ease of doing business with a single
vendor as well as a the economies of scale
that come with standardized fleet,” said
Piper VP, Sales, Marketing and Customer
Support, Ron Gunnarson.
Piper Aircraft, Inc. will complete delivery
of trainer order received from the University of North Dakota John D. Odegard
School of Aerospace Sciences for a total of
20 aircraft including 16 Archer TXs and 4
Seminoles which completed delivery earlier this month. The 2017 order is part of an
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eight year fleet replacement agreement
that was signed in April 2016 for a total
of 80 Archer TXs and 20 Piper Seminoles.
Since the signing of the agreement, UND
has taken delivery of 32 Piper trainers – 24
Archers and 8 Seminoles.
“Piper Aircraft is proud to continue to
partner with the University of North Dakota in producing world-class professional
pilots.” said Simon Caldecott, President
and CEO of Piper Aircraft. “The progressive pilot training curriculum offered by
UND combined with the advanced Piper
training aircraft are ideally crafted to meet
the airline industry’s growing demand for
well-trained pilots with exceptional aviation skills.”
“The Piper trainers that we are adding to
our fleet are equipped with state-of-theart Garmin G1000 NXi avionics, which
offer faster processing power, wireless
cockpit connectivity, and a variety of other
features that help improve situational
awareness and make learning in the
cockpit more efficient.” said Paul Lindseth,
Dean of the Odegard School of Aerospace
Sciences at the University of North Dakota.
Piper received an order for 10 additional
Archer TXs from ATP Flight School. The
order comes as part of an original agreement made in April of 2013 for up to 100
aircraft to the flight school. ATP agreed
to purchase a fleet of 15 Piper Archer TX
single-engine, piston-powered advanced
training aircraft for delivery in late 2013.
However, as ATP’s training program grew,
the school expanded its agreement to include an option for 85 additional Archers,
bringing the total to 100 single engine
trainers.
“For the past five years we have been

proud to support the team at ATP with
training aircraft. ATP’s confidence in Piper
and our trainer products is a testament to
the robust and reliable training equipment that we manufacture but also an
indication of the growing pilot training
activity,” said Piper President and CEO Simon Caldecott. “Our training aircraft sales
continue to grow given the availability of
a complete trainer product line up as well
as competitive operating costs.”
“ATP continues to expand as one of the
largest private training organizations in
the United States and has been transitioning our fleet to Piper products given their
proven reliability, technological flexibility
in cockpit avionics and instrumentation,
as well as the unsurpassed operational
economy,” said ATP Vice President Justin
Dennis. “We look forward to continuing to
integrate these new Piper Archer TXs into
our curriculum.”
As their need for more single-engine
Piper training aircraft increases, ATP has
been exercising its option to take further
Archers. The school continues to transition to a predominately Piper training
aircraft fleet and will take delivery of its
82nd Archer next month – its 150th Piper
trainer. This aircraft (serial number 900)
is particularly significant as it marks the
300th airplane to join the ATP fleet and
is Piper Aircraft’s 900th Archer III to be
manufactured.
While all of the new ATP airplanes under the agreement with Piper have been
equipped with Garmin G500 glass cockpit
avionics suites, the most recent order includes an option for G1000 NXi equipped
aircraft with GFC 700 autopilot.
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Flyadeal took delivery of its first A320 aircraft

f

lyadeal, a Saudi low-cost airline based at
King Abdulaziz International Airport in
Jeddahreceivesitsfirstaircraftandthefirstof
eight Airbus A320ceo aircraft, becoming the
latest operator of the Airbus A320 Family.
flyadeal will start operations on 23
September 2017, on the national day of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,initially serving domestically before expanding into
regional markets.
Powered by CFM engines, the fleet will
faultlesslygowiththeoperationalobjectives
and demands of the new airline. With 186
seatsinasingle-classconfiguration,flyadeal’s
A320 features the most recent Recaro 18”
wide economy class seats offering unparalleled comfort,and equipped with USB power
outlets and personal device holders.
Chairman of flyadeal, H.E. Saleh Al Jasser
said, “Saudi Arabia has launched its Vision
2030; a strategic platform for the future developmentoftheKingdomwheretransportationandtourismarekeypillars.Thelaunch

of flyadeal is core to the strategy to mobilize
further the country and the region”.
CEO of flyadeal, Con Korfiatis said, “flyadeal will be Saudi Arabia’s newest airline,
providing a unique experience with an
optimal fleet to serve our domestic and regional markets. The Airbus A320 has been
distinctly selected for the needs of our operation,and we look forward to passengers
experiencing flyadeal’s onboard service.”
“Saudi Arabia and the region have a very
young and digitally savvy population that
has an increasing thirst for low fare travel
domesticallyandacrosstheregion.flyadeal
plans to serve and grow this significant
segment of air travel.”
flyadeal has acquired the initial eight Airbus A320ceo aircraft for its fleet from Dubai
Aerospace Enterprise (DAE).
DAE chief executive officer,Firoz Tarapore
said, “DAE is pleased to welcome flyadeal
on-board as a new customer. We are delighted to be able to support flyadeal’s fleet

CHC Helicopter signs HCare
FBH contract for H175

C

HC Helicopter, a helicopter
services company headquarteredinRichmond,Canada
signed a contract with Airbus
Helicopters for an HCare Smart
full-by-the-hour(FBH)contract.
It will support a smooth entry
into service for CHC’s first
medium-twin H175.
The HCare services contract
will cover the operator’s H175
helicopter, based in Aberdeen, Scotland. Under this
nose to tail contract, Airbus
Helicopters is entrusted with
providing all spare parts and
repairable items for CHC’s
H175. Moreover, CHC will also
benefit from the support of the
Airbus Helicopters Fleet Center
which provides access to a
dedicated local stock of parts
to ensure maximum reactivity.
This stock is accessible 24/7 to
ensurepartsareavailablewhen
needed.
“As we introduce these
new aircraft to our fleet, we
needed to make sure we were
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offering both our operations
and customers as much certainty as possible,” said Dave
Balevic, Senior Vice President,
Engineering and Operations at CHC Helicopter. “The
HCare Smart plan allows us
to make sure we have the
parts we need on hand as we
integrate the H175 into our
global operation.”
“We are very proud of CHC’s
confidence in our HCare FBH
program to deliver high fleet
availability,” says Matthieu
Louvot, executive VP Support &
Services at Airbus Helicopters.
“It positions CHC for a very successful operation in Aberdeen
backed by Airbus Helicopters’
total commitment.”

strategy as it begins operations, and we
look forward to working with the airline to
fulfill its fleet ambitions, going forward.”
Tarapore continued, “Having listened to
our customers, we feel that the acquisition
of these popular and efficient single aisle
aircraft reflect continuing market demand
for this type of plane.”
“It is a pleasure to expand our partnership
with Dubai Aerospace Enterprises and be
partofflyadeal’sofficialoperational launch,”
said John Leahy,Chief Operating Officer Customers,AirbusCommercialAircraft.“Airbusis
committed to play a major role in supporting
flyadealinitsexcitingjourney,enablingmore
people to fly at affordable cost.”
“flyadeal’sdecisiontolaunchitsoperations
with an A320ceo fleet is a clear affirmation
of the continuing appeal of a product that
provides an exceptionally comfortable
cabin,lowoperatingcostsandexcellentfuel
consumption. These factors will provide a
framework from which the airline can build
and sustain its future successes and market
growth, in both KSA and the region.”

U.S. AFSOC takes delivery of latest digital GPS
receiver technology from Rockwell Collins

T

he U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
lately took delivery of the latest
generation of Digital GPS AntiJam Receiver (DIGAR) airborne
anti-jam and anti-spoofing
technology from Rockwell
Collins. The improved solution
offersunmatchedairborneantijam capability with over 10,000
times improved jamming resistance over the previous model.
“From advanced fifth-generation aircraft to ground and maritimeapplications,thisreceiveris
the most reliable military-grade
GPS solution available due to its
unmatched anti-jam protection levels,”said Troy Brunk,vice
president and general manager,
Communication, Navigation &
Electronic Warfare Systems for
Rockwell Collins. “This delivery
demonstrates a major advancementinmilitarytechnologyand
ensures that warfighters will
havecriticalpositioning,navigation and timing information
when it’s needed most.”
The integration and testing of

the latest equipment is being
worked through the Program
Executive Office Fixed Wing
(PEO-FW) at U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)
and represents the highest level
of GPS assurance for airborne
markets. With several installations planned for both forward
fit and retrofit applications,
DIGAR is built on an open systems architecture that enables
growth capabilities across a
variety of aircraft platforms
that include rotary wing, fixed
wing fighter, bomber, transport
aircraft and small to large unmanned aerial systems (UAS).
Rockwell Collins has delivered
over 100,000 anti-jam systems
across weapons, aircraft and
soldier systems over the last 10
years. The DIGAR assures a high
Technology Readiness Level
(TRL) product with a flexible,
programmable implementation that provides a low risk
approach to mitigating the
evolving jamming landscape.
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SITA, Latam Airlines and Nuevo Pudahuel showcase
new baggage robot in Santiago, Chile

S

ITA, a global air transport IT provider,
Latam Airlines and Nuevo Pudahuel
showcased Leo- a fully autonomous and
self-propelling robot which looks after
passengers’ baggage at Comodoro Arturo
Merino Benitez Airport in Santiago, Chile.
This robot meets passengers as they
arrive at the airport, checks them in, prints
bag tags and takes their bags away for
processing. Its obstacle avoidance technology helps it to move around a busy airport
without bumping into people or things. It
is the first step to automating the baggage
process from the moment passengers drop
their bags to when they collect them at
their destination.
Gonzalo Trucco, airport manager,
LATAM Airlines in Chile, said, “We are an
innovative company that understands
that the travel journey should be more
autonomous and we are committed to the
development of new technologies, such as
our most recent on-board entertainment
system and the mobile travel experience
for our passengers. In this sense, exploit-

ing the potential of robotics will drive an
impact in the way we travel and this robot
represents a great baggage management
initiative.”
Nicolas Claude, general director, Nuevo
Pudahuel, commented, “As the operator of
Comodoro Arturo Merino Benítez Airport
we are building the new international
terminal 2020, which will increase annual
capacity to more than 30 million passengers. This change not only strengthens our
current operations but it also allows us to
invite new airlines to join. In a year and a
half, six new airlines have joined AMB and
we are expecting more to do so. Within
this framework, it is interesting to explore
in collaboration with the various airport
partners, all the technological innovations
that could improve the passenger experience, such as ‘Leo’.”
Elbson Quadros, SITA VP, Latin America,
said, “We are in constant contact with our
customers, including both LATAM Airlines
and Nuevo Pudahuel, about the latest
innovative technologies that can improve
and facilitate the passenger experience.
Robotics, along with biometric identification and artificial intelligence, are changing the way airports will be designed in
the future, making travel easier every step
of the way and improving the passenger
experience.”

Boeing, EL AL and ALC celebrate delivery
of first 787 Dreamliner

B

oeing, EL AL Israel Airlines and American aircraft leasing company Air Lease
Corporation celebrated the delivery of the
carrier’s first Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
The flag carrier of Israel leased the airplane through an agreement with Air Lease
Corporation.
The 787-9 touched down in Tel Aviv following a nonstop, 6,746 mile (10,856 km.)
delivery flight from Paine Field, adjacent to
Boeing’s factory in Everett, Washington.
“The arrival of the first Boeing 787 Dreamliner is a day of pride and joy to all of us
at EL AL,” said EL AL chief executive officer
David Maimon. “It is the highlight in the
ongoing renewal of the EL AL fleet, which
started a year and a half ago when we decided to order 16 Boeing 787 Dreamliners.
We are happy to embark on a new journey
with our first Dreamliner.”
“The arrival of the new airplanes will
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create a revolution in the customer experience. We have set a very high standard of
service and product excellence in order
to maintain our position as the first and
preferred choice for passengers, travelling
both to and from Israel,” said Maimon. “I
am convinced that this significant procurement of 787s is a great opportunity for
us to meet the highest levels expected.
The Dreamliner will ensure our customers
receive exceptional comfort, innovative
technology, advanced aircraft and quality
service.”
“We are honored to deliver the first 787
Dreamliner to our great partners at EL AL,”
said Ray Conner,vice chairman,The Boeing
Company. “The 787 Dreamliner will play a
key role in the renewal of EL AL’s fleet and
growing its network worldwide as it ushers
in a new era for the airline, its employees
and its customers around the globe.”

Strong order book leading to
constant focus on execution
for Pratt & Whitney’s GTF

P

ratt & Whitney, an American
aerospace manufacturer with global
service operations continues to be focused
on the Geared Turbofan™ (GTF) engine
production and performance. Following
are some key facts related to GTF orders:
1) Pratt & Whitney has more than 8,000
GTF engines on order.
2) Pratt & Whitney’s GTF program entered into service with the A320neo family, and has four other aircraft platforms.
The GTF is the only engine that powers
the full range of new regional and single
aisle platforms across the 70-220 seat size.
3) Bombardier’s C Series aircraft, the
CS100 and CS300, is powered by the
PW1500G engine, part of the GTF family.
This aircraft was built for the PW1500G,
and opens new markets for the airlines
that operate it.
4) Lately, SWISS inaugurated service
from Geneva to London City Airport with
their C Series – a route that requires highly
technical precision and a steep approach
that limits the type of aircraft that operate
there. The C Series aircraft is now the largest and highest-capacity aircraft serving
London City Airport.
5) Embraer’s E2 Series is in active flight
testing preparing for entry into service in
2018, while the MRJ and MC-21 are in the
early phases of flight test activity.
6) Up till now, Pratt & Whitney has 42
percent of all announced A320neo family
orders excluding unannounced orders.
The GTF is already producing the promised 16 percent fuel burn improvement,
producing 50 percent less emissions
and creates a 75 percent smaller noise
footprint
Pratt & Whitney produced 350400 GTF family engines this year,
and are also ramping up the engine
overhaul capacity and increasing
spare engines to support the fleet.
The company spent 20 years and
more than $10 billion developing the
innovative engine.
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Ramco Systems to partner with a top aircraft
manufacturer for its China operations

R

amco Systems, a software products
and services provider headquartered
in Chennai, India has received an order
from one of the Global Top 5 Aircraft OEMs
(Original Equipment Manufacturers) for its
joint venture in China.
Ramco will facilitate the China based
manufacturing centre to embrace most
recent technology offerings to automate
its Maintenance & Engineering (M&E),
Supply Chain, Finance, HCM and Payroll
functions on a unified platform. Besides
addressing local statutory compliance
requirements for HR, Payroll & Finance,
the In-built Mobility and Hubs will permit

users to configure and track aircraft components, gain visibility of stock and offer
advanced reporting support.
Virender Aggarwal, CEO, Ramco Systems,
said, “With this win, we now have 2 of the top
5 Global Aircraft OEMs as our client. Ramco’s
ability to address the end-to-end needs of the
Aviation industry with a comprehensive offering and experience with existing customers in the Chinese region played a key role in
winning this strategic deal.”
“With China expected to become the
world’s largest aviation market in the next
decade, this win will pave way for further
growth from the region,” added, Aggarwal.

Duncan Aviation to install FAA-Approved
Transitional Winglet on Citation Sovereign

D

uncan Aviation, the world’s largest
privately owned maintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO) facility is ready to
install the FAA-Approved Transitional
Winglet from Winglet Technology LLC on
Citation Sovereign aircraft. A second winglet
installation is planned to begin in midSeptember.
The FAA (Federal Aviation Administration)
approved the STC (Supplemental Type Certificate) certifying the installation of Transitional
Winglets on Sovereign aircraft. This winglet
upgrade offers better operational flexibility
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and performance benefits, such as increased
speed at altitude,
increased range /payload, enhanced timeto-climb, and more.
Duncan Aviation
installed the wing
reinforcement on the
Sovereign aircraft
along with the winglet
attach structure and
Transitional Winglets and the aircraft was
delivered in late May.
The aircraft service provider is authorised
by Winglet Technology to install Transitional
Winglets on Citation X and Sovereign aircraft.
“The Citation Sovereign is a solid aircraft
with known reliability,” says Nick Huskey,
Citation Service Sales Rep with Duncan
Aviation. “Performance gains that come with
the winglet upgrade are impressive. The increased speed and range absolutely speak for
themselves and, of course, there is that ramp
presence that is certain to turn heads.”

GE Aviation’s Boeing 747
aircraft flew for the last time

G

EAviation’soriginalB747FlyingTest
Bedisheadingintostorageandflew
its final flight on at GE Aviation’s Flight
Test Operation in Victorville, California.
The aircraft had a long history. It rolled
off the assembly line in October 17, 1969
andmadeitsfirstflightwithPanAmerican
World Airlines on March 3, 1970. Named
the Clipper Ocean Spray, Pan Am flew the
aircraft for 21 years, accumulating more
than86,000flighthoursand18,000cycles
before GE acquired the aircraft in 1992.
Retired GE Aviation Chief Test Pilot Phil
Schultz,commented,“Iwaspartoftheeffort
to get the airplane bought. I went through
the whole process,Getting the airplane,selectingtheairplane,outfittingtheairplane,
specifying what we needed and who did
what from data system to engineering to
how we would install the engines.”
The Flying Test Bed began operations
withGEin1993atitsFlightTestOperation
facility,whichwasthenlocatedinMojave,
California after undergoing modifications like removing seats, strengthening
the left wing and tail for flight testing
and installing data systems. The aircraft
offered critical flight data on more than
11 distinct engine models and 39 engine
builds,including widebody engines likes
the GE90, GEnx and the Engine Alliance
GP7200, CF34 engines for regional jets,
narrow body engines like CFM56 and
LEAP, and the Passport for business
aviation.With GE,the historic 747 aircraft
completed more than 3,600 flight hours
and 775 cycles before its final January
flight and it even got a new livery in 2015
replacingtheoldGEAircraftEnginespaint
scheme with GE Aviation.
“We’ve done things with the 747 during
flight test that nobody in his right mind
woulddowithanyairplane,”saidSchultz.
“We pushed engines to their limits—
day after day, icing, high angle attack
programs,terribleweatherandoperating
conditions to ensure a pilot in any aircraft
anywhere had the ability to push the
throttle up at any time or in any weather
condition to get what is needed.”
Gary Possert, retired Chief Test Pilot at
GE Aviation, said, “The 747 is one of the
best airplanes made in the history of
mankindinmyopinion.Verystable,easy
to fly and extremely reliable. I will definitely miss the 747-100 Flying Test Bed.”
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Senior Aerospace SSP renews agreement with Derco
as international military distributor

S

enior Aerospace SSP has renewed its
agreement with Derco, a Lockheed
Martin Company allowing operators to
benefit from quantity break pricing.
Under this renewal, Derco’s customers
will continue to benefit from immediate availability on SSP products including ducting for aircraft systems.
“The renewal of this distribution
agreement allows us to continue delivering top solutions for our customer’s
ducting needs and support fleet avail-

ability,” said Kaan Tuncel, director of
strategic partnerships for Derco. “SSP
continues to innovate and enhance
their product offerings to accommodate
industry performance demands and we
are excited to offer their products to the
international market.”
“Derco’s expansive presence in the global
market makes it a dependable partner
to efficiently channel SSP ducting to our
customers worldwide,” said Mark Flohr,
Senior Aerospace SSP vice president of
aftermarket.“Theirexpansivewarehousing
and logistics infrastructure,backed by their
proven performance, delivers the quality
and timely service our customers demand.”

Flitetec selects FL Technics as representative in
Europe and the CIS

F

L Technics, a global provider of one-stop-shop aircraft maintenance, repair and
overhaul services, has signed an exclusive distribution agreement with Flitetec, an
aircraft interior plastics manufacturer. Under the contract, FL Technics shall represent the
UK-based company in Russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuanian, Moldova, Slovakia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine,
Uzbekistan, Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania and Czech Republic, FL Technics will offer
operators and MROs with quality non-structural vacuum formed plastic mouldings and
assemblies for passenger and crew seats, covers, work stations, interiors screens, panels,
etc.
“We already see an interest in Flitetec production from our long-standing partners and
clients. Current backlog for aircraft seating from the various manufacturers is close to an
all-time high, thus the need for alternative quality providers is also on an upward trend,”
explains Julius Bogusevicius, head of the Components and Materials Sales Department.
“Having a partner with over 30 years of experienced in the field, we are confident that our
clients in Central, Eastern Europe and the CIS will surely enjoy some quality materials at a
competitive price from an industry-wide trusted brand.”
Besides Flitetec, FL Technics already represents such manufacturers as HEICO, Seal Dynamics, Aviointeriors, Future Metals, Dedienne Aerospace, NYCO, Semmco and others.
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Gulfstream, Jet Aviation
announce changes to its
facility at St. Louis

G

ulfstream Aerospace Corp., headquartered at Savannah, Georgia,
United States will assume responsibility
for Jet Aviation’s maintenance operations
at St. Louis Downtown Airport in Cahokia,
Illinois.JetAviationwillcontinuetofulfillits
requirement to existing maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) and completions
customers through the transition, which
will start later this year and finish in 2018.
“Having a Gulfstream MRO facility in
St. Louis reflects Gulfstream’s commitment to providing customers first-class
support throughout their ownership
experience,” said Derek Zimmerman,
president,Gulfstream Product Support.
“The facility will complement our network of eight company-owned service
centers in the United States and provide
additional maintenance and service
capacity for the growing Gulfstream
fleet and service business. The St. Louis
facility,which is already part of the General Dynamics family,is ideally situated
for providing Gulfstream operators a
regional maintenance resource.”
David Paddock, senior vice president
and general manager of Jet Aviation
Regional Operations USA, said, “The
transition addresses our excess maintenance capacity in St.Louis while helping
Gulfstream provide additional support
for their customers. With 12 locations
in North America, we are focused on
expanding our footprint and providing
JetAviation’scustomerswithvalue-added flight services, including fixed-base
operator (FBO), aircraft management,
charter and staffing. Jet Aviation will
continue to provide MRO services in
Burbank, California, to support the
growing West Coast-managed fleet and
also continue to operate the FBO at St.
Louis Downtown Airport.”
Gulfstream St. Louis will be overseen by
GeneralManagerVinceRuscitti,an18-year
Gulfstreamemployee.Priortothisappointment, Ruscitti was the director of Service
Center Operations at Gulfstream Dallas.
Gulfstream St. Louis technicians will
be authorised by the Federal Aviation
Administration to carry out maintenance on all Gulfstream business jets
registered in the U.S.
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Executive Focus
Susie Corn joins Duncan Aviation’s
Turbine Engine Service Sales team

D

uncan Aviation, the largest privately
owned maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) facility headquartered in
Nebraska, United States has appointed Susie
Corn to the Turbine Engine Service Sales
team. In this role, she will focus on developing busi- ness relationships and introducing possible customers in
the South Central Region, which includes
Texas, Oklahoma,
and Arkansas, to
Duncan Aviation’s
Engine Services.
Susie Corn
Duncan Aviation

Corn brings 17 years of aviation experience that includes accounting, customer
service, and regional sales. “I am confident
that by joining Duncan Aviation, I will have
the opportunity to utilize my existing skills
while experiencing some exciting new
challenges.”
“Susie is a great addition to the team. We
have confidence she will grow Duncan Aviation’s engine program and brand awareness
throughout the South Central Region,” says
Ryan Huss, Duncan Aviation’s Mangers
of Airframe and Engine Service Sales. “She
brings a proven track record along with a
positive, can-do attitude to everything she
does.”
Huss says the addition of Corn enhances
Duncan Aviation’s already outstanding
customer support network in the region.
“Susie joins Rick Randall, our South Central
Regional Manager, several Engine Rapid
Response locations, and local Avionics Satellites in providing comprehensive service and
support to our customers.”

AAR appoints Mark Parry as VP of Sales and
Marketing for Landing Gear Services

A

AR, a global leader in the aviation
aftermarket sector, has named
Mark Parry as Vice President of Sales
and Marketing for AAR Landing Gear
Services. Parry previously served AAR
as director of business development
and strategy for landing gear, wheel
and brake MRO sales worldwide since
2011.
Parry began his career in the aerospace industry nearly 30 years ago as a
trainee with Rolls-Royce in the United
Kingdom. His tenure included work as
a design and verification engineer on
gasturbineenginesformilitaryaircraft
and as a project design engineer in
charge of integrating A380 landing
gear structure and systems. In 2004,
Parry worked for Goodrich Landing
Gear (now part of United Technologies Aerospace Systems) in Canada. He
held various positions with increasing
responsibilities in program manage-
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mentandengineeringworkingonnew
development programs.
Parry holds a bachelor of mechanical
engineering degree from the University of West of England, and is listed as
a chartered engineer with the Institute
of Mechanical Engineers.
Mark Parry
AAR

GE appoints Vishal
Wanchoo as President
& CEO of GE South Asia

G

E appointed Vishal Wanchoo
as President & CEO of GE South
Asia effective October 1, 2017. Vishal
succeeds Banmali Agrawala, who is
moving on from GE to join Tata Sons as
President of its infrastructure, defence
and aerospace business.
John Rice, Vice Chairman, GE commented, “GE has been in this region
for over 100 years, impacting lives of
people through its various businesses.
We have succeeded in building a
robust team under Banmali’s leadership and have achieved key business
milestones in the region. We would
like to congratulate Vishal on his new
role and are confident that Vishal will
bring his experience as a senior leader
in strengthening GE’s growth in the
region. We would also like to take this
opportunity to thank Banmali and
wish him luck for his new role.”
“I am delighted and humbled to take
on this new role. These are exciting
times for GE and we are at the cusp
of a significant transformation into a
digital industrial company. I look forward to lead GE South Asia in its next
chapter of growth”, said President &
CEO Designate, Vishal Wanchoo.
Vishal has been with GE for almost
20 years, where he started his career
with GE in November 1997. Vishal has
been a GE Officer since 2005 and has
held several senior leadership positions
in the company. So far, Vishal Wanchoo
was the Commercial Growth Leader
for GE’s Global Growth Organization.
Prior to his role as the commercial
growth leader, Vishal was heading
Business Development, Growth &
Strategy for GE South Asia and earlier
to that was running GE’s
global Healthcare IT
business (HCIT) in the
United States.
Vishal Wanchoo
GE South Asia
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IAI elects Harel Locker for Chairman position

I

srael Aerospace Industries, a leader in
developing military and commercial
aerospace technology has elected Harel
Locker for the position of the board’s chairman.
Harel Locker commented, “I thank the
company’s board and the ministers of
Defense and Finance for the trust they
have placed in me. I am happy and proud
for the opportunityof acting as Chairman
of Israel’s largest Defense and Technology
Company. The contribution of IAI to Israel’s
safety and security, over the years and today, is immense. There are few companies
in Israel that have such a decisive impact
and influence on the lives and security of
the Israelicitizens. IAI is also Israel’s largest
high tech company with unbelievable
capabilities and with many achievements
in the development of Israel’s economy
and in transforming the country into a
pillar of technology. Just two weeks ago,
these capabilities were demonstrated with
the successful launch of two observation
satellites into space, both developed by
IAI. I believe that the company’s board of
directors, its managers and its employees,
will continue to lead IAI’s development
as a leading global business enterprise
in its fields of expertise, for the benefit of
the State of Israel, the company and its
employees”.
Harel Locker was earlier the Prime
Minister’s Office Director-General. In that
role, his responsibilities were planning,

implementation and execution of the
government’s socio-economic policies and
programmes and the approval of Israel’s
state budget, including the defence budget.
Locker led many global collaborations and
national programmes such as the relocation of central IDF bases to the Negev,
establishment of the Government Cyber
Authority, development of settlements
in the Negev and areas surrounding the
Gaza Strip after Operation Protective Edge,
reforms in regulations governing parallel marketing of food, the privatization of
Israel Military Industries, the digital Israel
project and more. Locker served as key
factor in disputes between the various
government ministries, was involved
in finding solutions for labour disputes
that affected the economy and helped in
implementing reforms in many different
government offices.
Since ending his term as Prime Minister’s
Office Director-General, Locker has, for the
past two years, been involved in investment banking and the provision of business and legal consultation services.

Harel Locker
Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI)

Mark Anderson appointed as Director of
Operations for TurbineAero Repair

T

urbineAero,theworld’sleadingindependentaerospacecomponentmaintenance,repair,
and overhaul service provider has hired Mark Anderson as the Director of Operations for
TurbineAeroRepair(TAR).MarkisresponsibleforleadingallRepair&OverhaulandrelatedactivitiesforAPUsystems,LineReplaceableUnits(LRU),andmachinedcomponents.Markjoins
TurbineAerowithmorethan30-yearsofindustryexperience,includingnearlytwodecadesof
rising through the ranks of Honeywell Aerospace.Mark lately led the $300M APU business at
Honeywell’s Sky Harbor MRO in Phoenix,Arizona where he drove major quality and delivery
enhancements across a product diverse and high-volume OEM Aftermarket center.
“IamexcitedthatMarkhasjoinedtheTurbineAerofamily,”saidStevenFoust,TurbineAero’s
Senior Vice President of Operations.“He is a purpose driven leader whose deep background
in APU maintenance will propel our operational performance and culture to the next level.
His strong track-record of creating winning teams across multiple organizations, coupled
with TurbineAero’s customized service offerings, aligns well with our growth strategy.”
“AttheheartofTurbineAero’sgoforwardvision,isindustrydefiningservicelevelsforourcustomers,”
said Rob Higby,chief executive officer at TurbineAero.“To achieve this vision,it’s imperative to hire
greatemployeeslikeMarkAnderson.Mark’sexperience,drivetosucceed,andmostimportantly,his
knowledge of running APU maintenance facilities makes him the ideal fit for TurbineAero.”
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Stephen Friedrich
appointed as CCO for
Embraer Executive Jets

E

mbraer, a global company headquartered in Brazil with businesses in commercial and executive aviation, defense & security has appointed
Stephen Friedrich as chief commercial
officer (CCO) for the Company’s executive aviation business unit. Under his
new role, Friedrich is responsible for
the direct management of the global
sales organisation for new and preflown aircraft as well as the oversight
of relationships with customers and
industry collaborators. He will be
reporting directly to Michael Amalfitano, President & CEO of Embraer
Executive Jets.
“Stephen brings a wealth of experience in sales, marketing, finance,
customer support and services, and
aftermarket programs from over 30
years in the leasing and aerospace
sectors,” said Amalfitano. “With our
strategic shift to focus on value, his dynamic leadership will strengthen our
global sales team and challenge us to
create more comprehensive solutions
for our customers to outperform.”
Previously serving as Vice President
for Sales and Marketing at Rolls-Royce
Civil Aerospace, Friedrich was responsible for leading a global sales team
and the marketing activities for business aviation as well as forecasting
and pricing of services. Since joining
Rolls-Royce in 2001, he also served in
the aviation finance group. Prior to
Rolls-Royce, Friedrich held leadership
roles in banking and aviation finance.
“This is an exciting time to join Embraer Executive Jets as it prioritizes the
value of its portfolio,” said Friedrich.
“Embraer’s revolutionary jets have set
new standards in comfort, performance and
reliability, delivering
outstanding value to
customers.”
Stephen Friedrich
Embraer
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International Even ts
EVENT

DATE

venue

RAT Summit 2017

12th - 15th Sept 2017

Singapore

IATA’s 13th Maintenance Cost
Conference (MCC)

13-15 Sept 2017

Panama City, Panama

MRO Europe 2017

19-22, Sept 2017
3-5 Oct 2017

NBAA Business Aviation Convention &
Exhibition (NBAA-BACE)

10-12, October 2017

MRO Asia-Pacific

31 October 2, November 2017

Dubai Air Show
IATA Aviation Data Symposium

12 -16, November 2017
15-16 Nov 2017

Shanghai, China
London, UK
Las Vegas Convention Center Henderson
Executive Airport Las Vegas, NV
Singapore Expo Convention and Exhibition
Centre, Singapore
DWC, Dubai Airshow Site
Miami, USA

Aerospace & Defence
MRO South Asia Summit

18 -19 January 2018

New Delhi, India

23-24, January 2018
6-11, February 2018

Dubai World Trade Centre Dubai, UAE
Changi Exhibition Centre

Aviation Expo China 2017

MRO Middle East
Singapore Air Show
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MRO Europe Heli Zone
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ExCeL London
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